Glasgow Film Theatre applies the same integrated approach that we have with our stakeholders, patrons and local community to our relationship with the environment and will encourage our business network to join us in this effort.

As a Company we take seriously the impact our business has on the following areas:

- Energy and water use,
- Waste generation,
- Emissions to air and water,
- Transportation

We are committed to improving our environmental performance as an integral part of our business strategy. Our policy is to:

- Make a positive contribution to the communities in which we work;
- Deliver sustainable profitable growth while satisfying our moral, legal and contractual obligations
- Integrate our sustainability strategy with our core business operations
- Train employees and volunteers in good environmental practice and encourage participation
- Continue to use environmental and carbon management systems to reduce and mitigate our impacts
- Act in a responsible manner when selecting supply chain partners. Small and medium sized businesses, minority owned organisations, voluntary, community and social enterprises will be used where viable
- Set objectives and targets, with regular reviews, to support this policy, continually improve our environmental performance and reduce our carbon footprint
- Organise events and promote artists, creative industry bodies and cultural dialogue that will educate and inspire the local community to live sustainably
- Work to obtain the British Sustainable Standard (BS8555)
- Source, purchase and promote products which minimise the environmental impact in both production and distribution.
- Publicise our environmental policy internally and externally
- Our progress towards the targets set out in this document will be subject to regular review.

Glasgow Film has developed an action plan to supplement each of our environmental policies.
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